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A happy family
has grown
up here
and life in retirement
has been special too!

Within moments of being
here our brains were
abuzz with boundless
possibilities, all the things the
accommodation allows and
the opportunities for change.
This has been one of those ‘forever homes’ long
before the phrase became part of modern buying
terminology.

Wonderful as it is but are you tempted to
do more?

For the current owners it served beautifully for
raising a family and has been a happy home into
retirement. Now, and this will be the first time
the property has been sold since it was built, the
opportunity arises for a new family to create their
own stories and memories here in this lovely
bungalow with grounds of around 1.2 acres.

The Details
Living Room
Study
Library
Kitchen

The accommodation has developed to suit a
growing family and can be utilised in a variety of
ways, the decision rests with you and what you
need in your life. Looking around we can’t help
but feel that an enterprising buyer will see, as we
do, numerous opportunities to alter the layout
and, with planning permission and funds, almost
anything could be possible.
As it stands the accommodation works brilliantly
and has all the elements you look for with a
sizeable kitchen, utility room and a roomy
lounge. There is a ‘suite of rooms’ that would lend
themselves to accommodation for a teenager, an
elderly relative or make a great, ‘at home’ office.

Utility Room
2 Bathrooms
4 Bedrooms
Double Garage
2 Stables
Approx 1.2 acres

There is lots of space outside with a formal
garden area and two paddocks. The garage block
is detached and incorporates two stables. Again
some enterprising individual may well look at this
as an opportunity too.

The pond adds a lovely feel to the front of
this home.

The property looks across a small lane towards
woodland and surprisingly the bungalow shares
ownership of a strip of this with the neighbouring
property. You may just view this as a simple source
of some timber for the fire but also as a way of
guaranteeing your outlook is maintained as you would
like it.
The location has a great feel to it. Driving to the
property seems very countryfied yet you are so close
to everything.
Caterham train station is less than 2.5 miles distant
with trains to East Croydon station where platform 1
serves London Victoria and platform 2 London Bridge.
Explore the countryside around and whether on foot
or by car you will discover so much and you’ll quickly
understand why this is a home that entices people to
stay.

This home is available for viewing by appointment
through Graham John Estate Agents.
01303 474101
Email: property@grahamjohn.com
www.grahamjohn.com

The rooms are
well proportioned

The main room in the
‘suite of three rooms’
Top: Step from the sitting room
into the garden room

The first of the rooms in that ‘suite of three’

Wonderful space as you step in

Bedroom, dining room, study
it’s yours to decide

Who wouldn’t love the idea of sleeping in a Roundel?

Important notice. Graham John and their clients give notice that 1) They are not authorised to make or give any representations or warranties in relation
to the property either here or elsewhere, either on their own behalf or on behalf of their client or otherwise. They assume no responsibility for any
statement that may be made in these particulars. These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as statements
or representations of fact. 2) Any areas, measurements or distances are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are not
necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and Graham John
have not tested and services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise.

The grounds offer
great opportunity
for the avid
gardener

A slice of Surrey
countryside provides
an air of peace in this
lovely lane

Whether you love a formal garden, a meandering journey or just have use for
open paddocks this home gives you something to get involved with. A little

slice of the good life, a pony or just somewhere for family and friends to
enjoy, this is a property that will give you freedom to enjoy that something
special outdoors ■

There are lots of charming
touches and you’’ add
and enhance to suit your
personality

